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Gcophysics
at Harvard

Birth of a Science
AN lives on the thin crust of a
giant cauldron. Poets like to
call it the "solid earth." The
men whose businessit is to look hard at the
earth - the geologists- know that the
poets are wrong. They know the continents
ate rock rafts afoat on a thick, worldcircling layer of extreme weakness.Leonardo da Vinci's keen eyeslong ago saw the
truth of seashellsburied high in the mountain side, and he concluded that "the light
surfaceof the earth is continually raised . . .
and the ancient beds of the sea become
chainsof mountains."
The great geologistsof history -James
Hall and Dana in this country, and the inspired Alpine workers - detailed a story
of the contortion of the earth's crust in ages
past. Students of earth morphology, climaxed by the late Professor'WilliamMorris
Davis of Harvard, proved the magnitude
of the leveling forces - ice, wind, and
running water. Unhindered, these would
reduce the surface of the earth to a flat,
featurelessplain in a few per cent of the
earthnshistorical existence.
The fotation of our vast continental
rafts on their weak supporting layer is of
such delicacy that when these rafts were
loaded by the slight additional burden of
ice during the glacial period they were depressedby more than a thousandGet. In the
short fragment of geological time since
melting of the ice, the return to equilibrium

hasbeenalmost complete. Most of the wellknown surfaceforces act toward the rapid
attainment of an equilibrium state of little
change.
'What
then disturbs this eqt'ilibrium:
'What
forces rend the crust *ittt earthquakes,causethe mighry volcanoesto spew
their brew over the lands, castup our great
motrntain chainsi Answers to these questions, now unknown, wil one day fill a
library of books, and will make men incomparably rich - in raw materials, in
philosophy, and in security against natural
forces.
'When
they have looked as hard inside
the earth asthey have outside,the geologists
will know whencecome oil and the precious
ores, mountain ranges, volcanoes,oceans,
earthquakes.They will learn how it is that
workable bodies of ores- ores of gold,
silver, copper, lead, zinc, nickel, and merclrry - have been brought within man's
reach by hot solutions. They will find out
RIVERS
oF rcE: The photographof an Alaskan
glacier(opposite),takenby BiadfordWashburn,
illustratesgraphically afundament
alfact of geophysics- that undergreat stresses,
substinces
normallyconsidered
hard and unyielding,.flo*
Iike a liquid. Here icefrom seaeralseltarate
mountaincirquesisflowing, Iike a giant riuer,
to the sea. Rocks,too,seembrittle and hard to
our touch yet, like ice, rocks under the great
stresses
of the underground,
exhibitpropertiesof
plasttcflow.

RocKSBENDAND FLow: Surfaceeuidence
of the tremendous
forcesof the earthisfound bestin
mountainclffi llke this 4ooo-footcut in the Alps. Here britile limestonehas beenfoldedand
seekto understand
the
pleatedby the underground
thrustsof mountainbuilding.Ceophysicists
characteristics
of rock which makesuchfow possible,and, morefundamentalstill, the natureand
alsofor earthquakes
originof underground
andareresponsible
forceswhichproducesuchcontortions
andthe depositof ualuedoreswithin mln's reach.
how tens of millions of tons of ore find
their way into surface cachesprisoned in
solid rock. Then they will know better how
to find ores and exploit them. They will
discover by what titanic upthrusts mountains are built. They hope ultimately to understandthe forces that causeearthquakes,
where theseforcesoperateand how, where
they may strike next, and how man can
best protect his communities againstbursts
of theseunderground waves. Becauseearth
and seaand air are bound together by indis-

solublechainsof interaction,geologistswill
give new perspectivesto oceanographyand
the scienceof weather. They wrll amassthe
data upon which philosophy is based,the story of earth's origin and evolution,
and its physicalfuture. And from earth they
will learn much about the universebeyond.
Suchthings lie beyond the horizon. Geologists face the immediate, practical problem: how get down into the earth beyond
the outer two or three miles where mine and
oil-well end, particularly down the fifty

outer miles of crust most important to
geologicalprocesses.
Since no one can go personally into the
depths, messengersmust be sent down.
These are the earthquake waves, waves
from naturally occurring shocks,and artificial waves set off by blastsof dynamite.
The waves are sent down, to bounce back
from various levels. For forty years seismologistshave studied the wave forms and
have designed instruments of greatest
delicacy to record their direction and intensity. In the surface layers, where the
nature and conditions of the rock are
known, the fast traveling waves have been
a sure tool. They reveal oil deposits;they
aid in the underground mapping of rock
formations; they show that the rock of the
oceanbedsis much denserthan continental
rock; they can tell much about the nature
of earthquakes.
The wave messengers
coming from great
depths- thosebeyond a Gw miles - need
specialinterpretation. Until this is perfected
it is not possiblefor geologiststo decodethe
of earth processes.
waves into messages
As often in the past, when in searchof
quantitative aid, geology has turned again
to physics. It was the English physicist,
Cavendish,who, in 1798, took a yardstick
and a piece of string to measurethe most

fundamental of all earth-facts, the gravitational constant,,which in turn yields the
averagedensity of the earth. In 1864 Lord
Kelvin applied equations of heat conductivity to the problems of earth's rate of
cooling, and his findings initiated the intensive modern speculationover the age of the
earth. In this century, Mme Curie's discovery of radioactivity led to the use of the
lead-uranium ratio as the standard determinant of earth-age.
Geology now posesfor physicsthe problem of studying the condition of matter
under pressuresranging up to millions of
poundsper squareinch and temperaturesof
hundreds or thousands of degrees centigrade. It is a problem that physiciststoday
are preparedto attack. With advancing skill
in electrical measurement,in high pressure
technique, in analysis of wave forms, in
microscopy,in temperaturecontrol, and in
the theory of models,the physicslaboratory
is now the natural and indispensableally of
earth science.
The alliance of the two scienceshas been
named "geophysics," a term which signalizesto physicistsa new and intenselypractical turn to their studiesof matter and to
geologists the rebirth of their qualitative
science as a potentially great quantitative
discipline.

II. Geophysics
at Flarvard
BECAUSE geophysicsdemandsthe cooperative interest of all the earth sciencesgeology, physics, meteorology, oceanography, seismology,chemistry,mathematics,
astronomy - the large university with laboratoriesand workers alreadyin thesefields,

and with easy communications between
them, is ideally equipped for the new
scientific adventure.
The San Francisco earthquake of 19o6
marks an important starting point in the
study of geophysicsat Harvard. Interest in

seismology aroused by this tragedy led an and of rock-changing gases.He developed
alumnus of the universiry* to equip the new theories about mountain-building; he
Harvard Department of Geology with two showed how much the weight of glaciers
mechanical Bosch-Omori seismographs, had distorted the continents. His work enwhich were set up in Cambridge under the abled the estimation of one of the basic
'Woodworth.
supervisionof ProfessorJ. B.
geological facts, the viscosity of the rock
In the busy Universiry Museum the amaz- substratu- fifty or more miles down on
i"gly sensitive instruments recorded the which the continents foat.
coming and going of classes,the nightly
Increasingly, however, h. longed for
rounds of the janitor, and the passageof more precisequantitativetools to probe the
trucks on the streetsoutside.But for twenty- underground.
five years it also kept steady records of
ProfessorBridgman, meanwhile,wrestled
deeper-seated
earth ffemors. Even under the with the problem of harnessinghigh presdiflicult circumstancesof observing, Profes- suresasa new laboratory instrument for the
sor'W'oodworth perseveredin his pioneer- investigation of the inner structure of mat'When
irg work. Today with one of the most ter.
Proftssor Bridgman began his
complete files of seismological records in work thirry yearsago, the top limit of conthe world, the Harvard station has been trolled pressurefor laboratory experimentamoved beyond the range of city irritations tion was of the order of 5,oooatmospheres,
and equipped for recording earthquake or about T1,ooopounds per square inch.
waves with accuracy and completenessof Beyond that it was them impossibleto go.
the highest order.
Pressurewas applied by a hydraulic press,
Two other main streams,besidesseismol- operating through a piston, on material
ogy, converge into the story of geophysics placedin a cylinder. At J,ooo atmospheres,
at Harvard. These are best representedby either the piston would break, or the cylin'W.
the namesof Reginald A. Ddy and P.
der would explode, or the pressuremedium
Bridgman.
would leak out.
Professor Daly has studied and taught
ProfessorBridgman had the vision of a
geology at Harvard for almost forry years, stupendousextensionof the pressurerange,
and much of that time hasbeen spentin the to millions of pounds per squareinch, sufiifar corners of the world, studying the sur- cient to wrench and squashparticles from
face clues which have yielded information their accustomed arrangement, and thus
about the nether earth. In South Africa,
Canada, Europe, the Pacific Islands, the rHE GEolocrsr: ProfessorReginaldA. Daly
Pacific Coast, and New England, he has (opposite)has spent his long scientfficcareer
searchedout evidencesof volcanic activity, studyingsurfaceeuidenceof the titantic underes, changingsea-beach
old and new; he has srudied the origin of groundfor ces, - volcano
leuels,rock metamorphism,
ore deposits,and
coral reefs; he has studied the changesin
mountainbuilding.His interestin deueloping
sea-beachlevels over thousandsof years,the experimentaltools
for quantitatiuelaboratory
metamorphism of rocks, the nature of ores, studyof thesephenomenaled to the birth of the
* Robert W. Sayles 'o3, Chestnut Hill.
Haruardgeophysics
()rogranx.
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under laboratory torture to make them give
up information about themselves.
The first problem to be met was that of
leakage. Bridgman's solution was fundamental and is in standardusethe world over
for pressureexperiments.Once discovered,
the solutionis simple,a method whereby the
pressureon the packing of the cylinder is
kept automatically always higher than the
pressureon the material under study. And
ProfessorBridgman worked the principle
into the designof the cylinder in such wise
that the experimental pressure does the
work of making the packing leak-proof.
At highest pressures,the packing washers
are of heat-treated alloy steel,which fows
under the burden and sealsthe joints.
Utilizing his new packing principle, and
testing out one new steelalloy after another
in piston and cylinder, Bridgman, by r93o,
had through successiveGats of invention
reached pressuresof zo,ooo atmospheres.
Alongsidethe pressurecontrol he developed
electrical techniques for making precise
physical measurementsunder the extreme
conditions. Resultswere now pouring in.
At the high pressurenew forms of ice were
formed, with a melting point hotter than
boiling water. Other materials studied
showed similar basic changes. Professor
Bridgman had reasonto believe he was on
the wav to vital new facts about matter.
rHE pHysrcrsr: ProfessorP. W. Bridgman
(opposite),masterof highpressures,
in thepast
thirty yearshasextended
therangeof laboratorycontrolled
pressures
from a top limit of Z5,ooo
poundsper squareinch to a new recordhlgh of
morethan 6,000,000poundsper squareinch.
andtheyoungmentrainedin his
His apparatus
Iaboratory
form the keystoneof Haruard'sgeophysicalresearch.

ProfessorDaly thought so, too, but he
was thinking not so much about matter in
general,asabout underground rocks in particular. Here was a tool for making quantitative studies of one of the two primary
underearth conditions- enormous pressure. Professor Daly secured Professor
Bridgman's interestin the geologicalaspect
of the pressurework. Together with Professor Harlow Shapley, Director of the Astronomical Observatory, Professor G. P.
Baxter, of the Chemistry Department, and
ProfessorsD. H. Mclaughlin and L. C.
Graton, geologists, Professorr Drly and
Bridgman in r93r formed a committee on
geophysical research,organizing an extensive program of research,financed by gifts
from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Geological Society of America, and friends of
Harvard. Geophysicsat Harvard becamea
conscious,organuzed,
field of investigation.
The first problem before the committee
was the selectionof a man to guide the development of the program. Clearly Bridgman and Daly were too much occupied
with their own work to undertake the task.
The future of Geophysics at Harvard depended on finding a man with an unusual
combination of talents:he must be able to
direct his energiesinto new channelswhich
would be most productive of important
geophysical results; he must be highly
trained in a rare field of specializationclassical mathematical physics, elasticity
and hydrodynamics; he must be able to
work with his hands, to develop high pressureapparatuswhich would operateat high
temperature, and devisemeansfor electrical
measurements of great delicacy which
would function under these abnormal
conditions.

Members of the committee combed the icists on nonpermanent appointments. In
world's laboratoriesfor a man of established all, ten men have collaborated in this work.
reputation who could satisfytheserequire- Under Birch's direction, Dr. Harry Clark
ments. None could be found. Finally, the has operateda laboratory for the study of
decisionwas made to entrust the project to thermal conductiviry of rocks in the JeC
a young physicist, Dr. FrancisBirch, who ferson Physical Laboratory.
had just received his Ph.D. at Harvard for
David Griggs, aJunior Fellow in the Harwork, under Bridgman's direction, which vard Society of Fellows, has pursued a rereached a new high in the combination of lated, but independent line of research.
pressureand temperature.Since ;932, Dr. Through the cociperation of Professor
Birch hasbeen the mainspring of the grow- Bridgman, the Sociery of Fellows, and with
irg Harvard geophysical program, and financial aid from the Geological Sociery of
much of the work reported in the following America, a laboratory for the study of rock
pagesis the direct result of his leadership. fow and fracture under high pressureand
The geophysical committee has spon- temperature has been in operation under
sored work which has resulted in the pub- Griggs' direction since rg34, in a part of
lication of the 69 scientific papers which Bridgman's laboratory.
are listed by title in the appendix to this
AssistantProfessorL. Don Leet has dibulletin. It is appropriate here to describe rected the Harvard seismographstation at
briefly the facilities for this work.
Oak Ridge sinceits installadon.
Professor Birch has equipped his own
Professor Baxter has been actively enlaboratory in the Dunbar Buildi"g. This gaged in Coolidge Memorial Laboratory
has operated with the steady aid of one on problems of molecular weight conmachinist, Mr. Harold Ames, and the as- nected with the study of radiogenic lead
sistanceof from one to four researchphys- and consequentage determinations.

III. 'Work of Ten Years
THE first decadeof intensive geophysical
research at Harvard has brought many
striking developments.ProfessorBridgman
reached the colossal pressure of 4z5,ooo
or 6,z5o,ooopoundsper square
atmospheres,
inch. Birch and Ide discovereda method of

measuringdirectly
thevelocityofearthquake
waves in rocks under conditions approaching those at depth. Dane measured the
viscosiry of molten rock under high pressure. Griggs observedfow and fracture in
rocks under pressure,and derived the laws

rHE GEopHysICISr:
AssistantProfessor
FrancisBirch (opposite)
waschosen
in tg3z to takecharge
of the new Haruardgeophysicsrisearchprogram. His ciit al resytonsibility
hasbeenthe extension
of Bridgman'sltressuremethodsto embracethe complicatingunderground
conditionsof high
temperature,
chemical
solution,andearthquake
a new
wauemotion.HereDr, Birchis strengthening
experimentalcylinderby the applicationof high pressure.This process,one of Bridgman'sdiscoueries,has beenadoptedby the Army and Nauyfor largeguns.
II

of elastico-viscousfow believed to apply
to solid fow of rocks in general. Leet
equipped the best seisrnographstation in
the westernhemisphere;made Harvard the
center for New England seismological
information; discovereda hitherto unsuspectedform of earthquakewave; and now
suggestsa new theory of earthquakeorigin.
Perhapsthe most dramatic fact of Harvard's decade of geophysics is Professor
Bridgman's extension of laboratory Pressure researchesfrom the level of zo,ooo
atmospheresto the new high of 4z5,ooo
'With
this tool geophysicists
atmospheres.
are enabledto duplicatepressureconditions
down to 5oo or 6oo miles below ground.
Applying the tool himself, ProfessorBridgman hasestablishedthe principle that, under
the high pressures,most elementsand compounds undergo what are called polymorphic transitions, that is, changesin crystal
structure which do not affect the chemical
composition. And accompanyingthe polycvLTNDERS soMETIMES EXILoDE: In this ap-

paratus (opposite)rocksare torturedby underground conditions;they dre surroundedby a
and thena dif,erenliquid underhigh pressure,
pulling, or shearadded,
squeezing,
is
tiil force
and strong,
brittle
Normally
specimen.
ing the
torhtre
in
this
their
properties
change
rocks
plasticandflow, just as
chamberand become
hardrocksareknowntoflow in nature.Protecting shields,such as the one shown here, are
since
experiments,
in all highpressure
necessary
breaking
the
stressed
near
are
steel
cylinders
the
letgo, in an explosiuerup-,
point andsometimes
of geophysical
ture. The high temperatures
An
addto thedangerof explosions.
experiments
eiampleof a rupturedcylinderis shown(right).
It is not surprisingthat the beststeelcylinders
Bridgman'scommonu,orkingpres'
fail, because
-sure
is aboutfftin timesthat insideguns.

morphic transitionsare changesin physical
properties, among them, significantly for
geophysics,a change in density. As a byproduct, appreciated by citizens of the
twentieth century, Professor Bridgman's
efforts to strengthen steel for his pistons
and cylinders has led to a new method for
toughening the barrels of military cannon.
This method of "autofrettage" is now
widely usedon large gunsby both the Army
and the Navy.
The next advancein pressurework came
when metallurgistsdevelopedcarboloy, or
cementedtungsten carbide, found to have
almost double the strength of the best steel
then known. Carboloy was put to use in
the pressurepistons.Carboloy pistonsraised
the problem of increasing the strength
of the cylinder proportionately. Professor
Bridgman conceivedthe fundamental plan
of making the cylinder and its enclosing
sleevein the form of a cone. As the cvlin-

BRoucHTA NEw woRLDREcoRD:This is a shearingapparatususedfor exploratory
THrsIRESS
deuised
equipment
andis oneof manytypesof hig\-pressure
at uery highpressures,
measurements
experinew
world-record
Bridgman.-Wirk with thispressled to the attainmentof a
by Professor
I4t5,ooo atmospheres,
inch.
or 6,z5o,oo0poundsper square
mentaipressure
der was pressedinto the coned sleeve, a by cascadeof apparatus,in which a small
^
strong confining pressurewould develop. ultra-high pressure chamber would be
\Mith the cone principle, ProfessorBridg- completely surrounded by liquid under
man doubled the strength of the cylinders. high pressure.It had been thought that the
The pressurerange was now brought to cascade,with all its experimental difiiculties,might at bestsimplydouble the strength
jo,ooo atmospheres.
In Bridgman's laboratorl, David Griggs, of the inner cylinder. Mr. Griggs' work
working in the geophysicalprogram on the made it appear that the inner cylinder
effect of high pressureson rocks, found the strength might increaseexponentially with
clue for the next surgeforward in pressures. confining Pressure.
It remained for ProGssor Bridgman to
He discoveredthat a liquid confining presa diflicult dilemma of the cascade
resolve
rocks,
sure greatly increasedthe strength of
somerimesten-fold. This finding reopened equipment. The initial problem is to mainthe question of reaching extreme pressures tain the confining liquid Pressureconstant

r+

while pushing on the piston of the inner
cylinder. Previous methods had always relied on two coupled pistons in the outer
large cylinder to maintain the confining
pressureconstant. In the cone-shapedcylinder, however, this older method utilizes
all the available openings, leaving no room
for the insertionof electricleads
for measurement of the physical events in the inner
chamber. Professor Bridgman's solution
utilized an earlier finding of his own that
in a number of elementswhen polymorphic
changesin crystal sffucture occurred, there
was a correspondingchange in volume at
constant pressure. It proved possible to
atiltze this fact of volume change to maintain confining pressureautomatica\ constant at a fixed value. Bismuth is now used
to maintain a constant pressureof z5,ooo
atmospheres around the inner cylinder.
With the new cascadeapparatus, experimental pressuresof roo,ooo atmospheres
are workaday, and the colossalpressureof
4zs,oooatmosphereshas been attained.
Hand-in-hand with the effort for higher
and still higher pressureshas gone the study
of the polymorphic transitions of hundreds of materials. Sevendifferent forms of
ice have now been found, eachwith different crystal properties.The highest pressure
form, Ice VII, does not melt until heated
above 3To" Fahrenheit. The viscosity of
some substanceswas found to increase
more than a million-fold under high pressure. Some permanent changesare induced
which persist even after removal of the
pressures.Thus black phosphorus can be
formed only at high piessure,but will remain in that form indefinitely after release.
Hundreds of materials have been subjected
to the cylinder torture chambers, and
r5

roughly half of them have shown the polymorphic, crystal changes.
These researcheshave dealt with the
properties of matter under hydrostatic or
liquid confining pressurepressing in upon
the subjectmaterial with equal sffessfrom
all sides.However, long before, Professor
Bridgman had theoretically deduced that
shearing stresswould also have important
effects in changing the state of materials.
About rg34 he first made the attempt to
use this effect of "differential" pressureas
a new exploratory tool in the field of extreme pressures.Of utmost simplicity in
design, his new apparatus may be assembled, usedin a test run through a range of
zero pressureto jo,ooo atmospheres,and'
disassembled
all in the spaceof half an hour.
'W.ith
this "shearing apparatus" dozensof
new polymorphic transitions have been discovered. Spectacularchemical changeshave
beeninducedwhich would not occur otherwise at room temperature. Some of these
occur with explosive rapidity. It is not an
uncommon experiencefor ProfessorBridgman's neighborsin JeffersonLaboratory to
hear a sharpdetonation asthough a rifle had
been discharged. Ary one obeying the
natural impulse to rush in and pick up the
pieces is usuah greeted by Professor
Bridgman's smile of satisfaction?t the discovery of a new chemical "detonation" in
the shearingapparatus.
This apparatus,too, yields much of geophysical value. Many materials, it has been
found, will fracture under the extreme
shearing stress,but will re-heal themselves
immediately becauseof the high confining
pressure.Here is a clue, perhaps, to the
mechanism of deep-focusearthquakes.The
paradox of earthquakes in material at

wauesgive clues
Measureduelocityandforms of earthquake
EARTHeSAKE
ryAVESrN rHE LABoRAToRy:
the
enables
Haruard
to the materialsthrorryhwhich they pass.Equipmentdeueloped
.at
/ir9c"tlaboratory
magnif.edby.theouerof uelociliesin small ioik to*plis. AboueDr. Birch appliespressure
measurement
at to or 2o milesunderground.
to naturalpressure
equiualent
atmospheres,
headpressrc Ieueralthousand

Delailedpicture of the apparatusby which it is
LABoRAToRy
wAVESrN RocK sIECTMENS:
similar to naturalearthquake
Luaues
of uarious
possibleto produceuibrationsin rock specimens
in uariousrockforms. By
with precisionthe uelocityof waue-transmission
types,and to measure
andreceiued
at the other
electricmelns,torsionaluibrationsareappliedto oneendof thespecimen
of thespecimen
of theresonantfrequency
giuesdirecilythe uelocityof the waues
end.Determination
of thevelocityof earthquake
wauesunderground,
these
in therockunderstudy.Sincetuehaverecords
to determination
of thecomposition
of the rockstrauersed
measurements
giue an approach
Iaboratory
jacketoffoil partly
by thenaturalwaues.Here in the left handis a rockcylinder,with itsenclosing
mechanism
whichinduces
the vibrationsin the rock.
rippedof. In the right handis the electrical
depth known to be weak and yielding has
long puzzled geophysicists.Although we
know that the rocks at depth will yield continuously under shearingstress,it is not impossible that this yield occurs in steps
marked by rupture and subsequentrehealing.
In collaboration with ProfessorEsper S.
Larsen of the Department of Mineralogy,
Professor Bridgman has investigated the
effect of extreme shearingon many mineral
mixtures of geologicalimportance.The experiments did not succeedin duplicating
underground metamorphic changes, but
they did reproduce the orientation of mineralsin many casessimilar to that produced
in rocks subjectto extremeshearinnatureetc.
schists,gneisses,
of
first
researches
in the geophysOne the
ical program was an effort to throw light
r7

upon the confusing situation which then
existed with respect to the elasticity of
rocks. This work, essentiallyan application
of engineering methods of testing with
very sensitiveapparatus,was carried out by
.W.
Dr.
A. Zisman; it showed the very
great dependenceof the elasticity of rocks
upon the amount and kind of stressusedin
making the measurements,and it constitutes an important link between the ordinary variety of test and the subsequent
investigationsat high pressures.
The extension of Professor Bridgman's
methods to embracethe underground conditions of high pressureand chemical solution, and to measurethe important factors
of rock elasticity,hasbeenthe responsibility
of Dr. Birch. Not the least of his difiiculties and thoseof his colleagueshasbeenthe
fact that application of heat and chemical

ture. Armed with such data, the seismologist would be able to examine his records
sion. The new geophysics research program
of underearth wave velocities with inwas exiled to the Gordon McKay Building,
creasingcertainty about the nature of the
at a safe distance from the rest of the physics material through which the waves were
laboratories.
passing.
In a scriesof experiments, Dr. Birch and
Dr. Birch began his work with an athis associateshave begun to piece together tcmpt to develop the classicalnrethod of
the laboratory information needed for intheoreticallycalculatingthe wave velocities
terpreting the seismologist's wave-signals. from knowledge of the compressibility of
Thc problem, in sirnplest terms, was to de- rocks. He designed rlew apparatus for
termine in the laboratory the velocity of measuring the volume changes of rock
earthquake waves in certain rocks under under the combined underground condiconditions of high pressure and tempera- tionsof high temperatureand high pressure.
solutions in the pressure chambers greatly
increases the chances of equipment explo-

HEATcoNDUCTrvrry
- cLUETo MouNTATN
BUTLDTNG:
The earth'sheatis the only known
soLtrce
of energygreatenoughto wrinkle itsface. The primary clueto earthheatis knowledge
of
the thermalconductiuity
of rocksundersubterranean
conditions.
Dr. Harry Clark has designed
specialapparatus
to measure
the absolute
conductiuity
of rocks,and his nteasurements
on many
rocktypesjll oneof the largest
dilJerent
data.
gapsin geophysical

HEART OF THE HEAT-CONDUCTIVITY

APPARA-

rusi Enclosedin massiueblocksof pure copunder,study
per
'and(right) are the rock specimens
delicateplatinum thermotie necessary
couples.Perhapsthe greatti difitulty of.the^
is the lengthoJ
heit-conductivityexpe,riments
time recyiredto reachequilibriumbeforeeach
mustreconcile
*toturiment. The experimenter
himself to hours of patient waitingfor each
obseruation.
Painstaking studies yielded a series of
standard tables on rock compressibility.A
major hurdle, however, barred Progress
toward the extremely accuratecalculation
of the wave velocities which Dr. Birch
'Wave velocities can be
sought to achieve.
calculated from compressibility only indirectly and with a sacrificein accuracy.To
achieve accuracy commensurate with the
it was necescompressibilitymeasurements,
sary to measure one more of the elastic
constants,and this imposed seriousexperimenhl difiiculties.
As Dr. Birch wrestled with the problem
of more accuratemeasurementsof elasticity, Dr. J. M. Ide, from the laboratory of
communication engineering,cameforward
with an entirely new method for measuring
directly in the laboratory the velocity of
earthquake-typewaves in rock specimens.
Basically, the Ide method measureswave
velocities in rock specimensby subjecting
the specimensto rapid vibrations and discovering the point at which resonanceoccurs. Many measurements
were securedfor
the velocity of waves in rocks at room
temperatures and atmospheric pressure.
Later work has been directed toward the
adaptation of these methodsfor investigations at successivelyhigher pressuresand
temperatures,and toward the accumulation

of a substantialmassof data. Currently the
apparatus has been developed to rcahze
conditions at a depth in the earth of about
twenty miles, where the temperature is
thought to correspondto a bright red heat.
Comparison with earthquake data shows
that these experiments have succeededin
reproducing with considerablefidelity the
conditions of propagation of real earthquake waves, where small periodic stresses
are transmitted through material under
enormous pressure and temperature. In
future detailed comparison of such laboratory measurementswith the velocities recorded by the seismologistlies the hope of
ultimate recognition of the nature of the
earth'scrust.
Becausesome of the earth's shells are

r9

cREEpoF RocKS:It is necessary
to hauemany
duplicatesetsof apparatus
creep
testssince
for
eachexperimentmay lastfor a longperiod of
time. In this inuestigationof creepof rocks,
somespecimens
hauebeenunderconstant
pressurefor years. In the apparatusat the brt,
Iiquid under constantpressure is supplied
throughthe curuedpipe to the cylinder,which
is surrounded
by the whitefurnace.Squeezing
pressureis appliedto the specimenby a load
appliedto the yoke. The piston is rotatedconstantly by the gearedmotor to apply shearing
stress.
Deformationof the specimen
is measured
by thedialgaugeto an accuracy
of onehundredthousandthof an inch. The battery of creep
testers(right, opposite)measures
the deformation of rocksunder low stresses
appliedfor a
Iongtime.In this apparatus
it hasbeenpossible
the
time
duplicate
in moderate
degree
to
frst
for
all the uariablesof the metamorphic
enuironmentin nature:pressure
shearstress,
temperature,
- all actingouer long
mineralizingsolutions
periodsof time. It is now possibleto reproduce
slme of nature'smetamorphism.Thus, sand
can be recrystallized
into hard quartzite.
ferro-magnetism of an iron-nickel core.
Iron changesits crystalform at gtoo C., and
probably too hot to be crystalline, and only the low-temperatureform is magnetic.
hencemay be virtreous or glassy,it is a lab- Dr. Birch found that the temperatureof this
with pressure, so
oratory problem of high order to discover phase-changedecreased
how the viscosity of vitreous materials is that pure iron could not exist in the magaffectedby the enormous pressuresof the netic form below a depth of twenty-five
underground. With the help of Dr. Birch, miles.
Dr. E. B. Dane, It., developedapparatus Dr. Manson Benedict and Dr. Norman
to study the viscosityof a vitreoussubstance, Keevil have carried on the important
borate glass, under pressuresof several quantitative study of volatile solutions
thousands of atmospheres and at high under high pressure and temperatures.
temperatures.The findings show that the Basically this is an investigation into the
viscosity increasesnoticeably even under nature and energy of lavas and the origin
of ore deposits.The problem of researchis
very moderate pressures.
'With
interest in the problem of earth difiicult, involving analysisof liquid and
magnetism, Dr. Birch measuredthe phase gaseousphasesof the underground melts.
changein iron under high pressureand temEarth heat is perhapsthe most important
perature. One of the prevalent theoriesof unknown of geophysics.For one thing,
the earth's magnetic field is that it is due to heat is the only known energy source

RocKS FLow By RECRysTALLIZATIoN: In the

shown at the left it was demonexperiments
the
strated
for
frst time that rocksactuallyfloru
by a processof solutionand recrystallization.
Sincealabasteris the mostsolubleof rocks,it
was chosen
for thesetrials. One may seethe
of alabaster(tuhite) surroundedby
specimens
a smalljacket of uater. They are underconstant loadsuppliedby the weightsin theforeground, and their shorteningis measuredaccuratelyby the dial gauges.The specimenin
the center,underthe lightestload,is still f owing slowly after goo days. The othershaue
broken,giuing us neLulaws offracture as wcll
as
-flow.
mineral composition alone. At present this
work is being extendedto enablenleasurement of heat-conductivity of rocks under
the underground environmental conditions
of stressand moisture.
Rocks themselvesare not so unyielding
asthey look. It takesa lot of pressureto do
it, but solid rocks can be folded like a soft
metal: they are bent up into mountains,
sufiiciently potent to contort the earth's and their elasticreboundscauseearthquakes.
face with upthrust mountains. It is, there- The deformation of rocks is, in truth, an
fore, irnportant to geophysiciststo know underground routine. David Griggs has
how rocks conduct heat. Down two miles
or so, the temperature can be measured rHE BLACK I{oLE oF oAK RIDGE (opposite):
from speciallydesignedthermometerssunk The instrument
uault of the HaruardSeismo'
is a
in bore holes. Below that the estimatesde- graph Stationat Oak Ridge,Massachusetts,
high,
and
ten
square
twenty-ttuo
room
feet
feet
pend upon knowledge of the dominant
from solid rock and buriedunderifteen
rock forms. Dr. Clark has worked on this blasted
of earth. In the old days the Haruard
problem for sevenyears.In delicate,time- fttt
stoodin the (JniuersityMuseum,
seismographs
consuming tests, he and Dr. Birch have in Cambiidge,andtheir recording
of the earth's
measuredthe changesof thermal conduc- uibratiotrswas interspersed
with recorlsof the
in the building,the,
tivity of standardrock rypesat temperatures comingandgoingof students
and theJlow of
watchman,
the
nigh.t
roundi
of
ranging up to 4joo Centigrade.The invesstreettrffic. In the Oak Ridge
Cambridge
tigations have resulted in systematizing
stationnrenow housedthreeBeniof seismomeknowledge of the conductivity of igneous
andrecording
ters,ttuo tiltmeters,chronometers,
rocks, so that it is now possibleto determine drums,- the
seismological
of
battery
Jinest
the conductivity of any rock from the ecytipment
in the world.
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cases,however, with the application of
the other underground conditions of heat,
shearingstress,and minerahzing solutions,
the rocks lose their quality of strength and
become very weak. They fow continually
by processof solution and recrystalliza^
tions, a type of fow evidenced by many
geological deformations.
The instruments with which Harvard
geophysicistskeep in touch with the actual
underground, the seismographs,have since
1933been located at a specialobservatory
on Oak Ridge, in the town of Harvard,
Mass., some twenty-five miles removed
ARTIFTCIAL EARTHQUAKES:
IN THE FIELD Large quarry blastssendout waueswhich are from the disturbancesin Cambridge. Deuery similar to earthquakewaues.Since the velopment of the seismographstation was
point of origin and the time of the dynamite Harvard's first responsibility under the
blastsare known accurately,the seismologist
Rockefeller grant, and the work has been
the charactermay usetheir wauesto determine
carried
out under the direction of Dr. Leet.
in near-surface
transmission
isticsof earthquake
like this one The equipment has been designedto fulfill
rocks.Smallportableseismometers
deueloped
by Dr. L. Don Leet,Directorof the the three-fold function of modern seismolHaruard SeismographStation (aboue,oppo- ogy: the registrationand location of some
site), are placedat criticalpoints aroundthe 6oo earthquakesa
year the world over;
quarry blast.From the records,much may be
analysis of earthquake violence, for the
and structureof the
learnedof the composition
design
of shock-proofstructures;and analyouterlayersof the earth.
sis of complex underground wave forms
for
the advancementof geological knowlrerN THEvAULT: Most sensitiueearthquake
a edge.
corddrin the world is theBeniof seismograph,
Development of the station has more
deuelopment
of the lastfew years.Haruardwas
thefrst institutionto install a completebattery than a remote, academic interest for New
Each of the three Englanders today. The records of earthof threeBeniof, instruments.
separateseismometers
shown opposite,below,
quakesin this area since r85o indicate that
recordsthe motionof the earthin one of three
northeastern
America is in a period of inmutually perpendiculardirections.From the
assembled
recordsit is possibleto describe
clrn- creasing earthquake activity, which may
motion
of
the
bedrock
during
the well result in severeshocks.
pletely the
waue.
Besides
ualuable
passingof an earthquake
In a vault fifteen feet underground,
euentsthe world blastedout of solid rock, Dr. Leet installed
routinerecordsof earthquake
ouer,this batteryis of prime usein research
on
the first complete set of the world's most
earthquakewaueforms. With this equipment
seismographs,developed by Dr.
sensitive
Dr. Leet recently discouereda new typt of
earthquak,*ori of importanceto sfi1y tf Hugo Beniofl of the California Institute of
Technology. A battery of portable instruearthquake
genesisand wauetransmission.
undertaken to study the facts of rock deformation. He hasdevelopedapparatuswith
which to observethe contortions of rocks
under simulatednatural conditions of high
pressure,high temperature, high shearing
stress,and in the presenceof mineralizing
solutions. Many strong and brittle rocks,
he has found, becomeplasticunder the application of high pressurealone, and can be
distorted thus into almost any form, and
still remain solid and unbroken. Many other
rocks will not respondin this way. In these
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scALEMoDELSREIRoDUCEEARTHpRocESSEs:
Many natural [)rlcessesare too inuoluedto yield
readily to mathematicalanalysis.In theseclses,knowledgeof modeltheoryenaltlesthe constructiotr
of accuratescalemodels.Here is a model which simulatesthe action of sub-crustalconuectioncwrients in the earth. The continentalmaterial (btack)and the substratuitmaterial (clear)are chosert
to haue the strengthand uiscositycommensLtrate
with their reducedsize. The rotating drums produce currentswhich are similar to conuectioncurrentsbelieuedto exist in the substratum.The
resultantdownftlding of the continentalmaterial may be seenin the photograph.

CONVECTION

CURRENTS MAY

CAUSE MOUN-

Modelsshoruthe reactionof
TAIN BUILDING:
the crwstto substratumcurrents.The folding
and thrustingwhich occursin the modelcrustis
strikinglysimilar to that in mowttainchains.
While the currentsareacting,thecrustis pulled
at the end of
down. When the currentscease,
cycle,the thickened
crust rises
the conuectiort
buoyantly,producingthe mountainmassifs.ht
are thensculptured
naturethe mountainmasses
by glaciershtto theirpresentpicturesque
forms.
z6

CURRENTS MAY SWEEP THE CONTINENTAL
MATERTALoFF THE ocEANS: When only one
conuectiort cell operates, it may carry ilrc crust

it andbuildingmounalongwith it, thickening
tainsat thepoint whereit diuesto thc depths.
This may partially explain the existence,f
We know that the most
and oceans.
continents
recentmountainbuildingoccurredin a zlne
aroundthe PacifcOcean.Continentalmaterial
is thickeston the lceanborder,but thereis none
ouerthe oceanbasinitself.

ments for field observationswas assembled. a third layer, six miles thick, is of undeIt was discovered early that the Benioff termined composition.
'With
a portable instrument of his own
instrumentsgavegood recordsof vibrations
from distant dynamite blasts. Dr. Leet designDr. Leet studiedthe nature of earthlaunched a program of utilizing such blasts quake waves near the source of blasts.A
as artificial earthquakes,of known size, major result of this work was the discovery
time, and place of occurrence.One result of a new basic type of earthquakewave,
of this work was the precise measurement the first to be discovered in 40 years.
of the velocity of earthquake waves under Velocities of the waves were studied in
New England. A secondresultwas the map- particular rock areas,and the resultswere
ping out of three distinct layers below the checkedagainstlaboratory findings by Dr.
New England earth surface.The top layer, Birch. An immediate practical effect of the
nine miles thick, is granitic; a secondlayer, field studieshasbeenrevision of certainseissix miles thick, is heavier,probably basaltic; mograph methodsof prospectingfor oil.

IV. Through the Curt aunof the Future
FROM the deliberations of scientific meetings come the harbingersof new developments. This year geophysicistsassembled
for the second annual assemblyof the Section of Tectonophysics of the American
GeophysicalUnion. Tectonophysics,or the
physical study of the architecture of the
earth, becamean organizedseparatesection
of the union last year, taking its place
alongside the other geophysicalsciences,seismology,geodesy,volcanology, oceanography, terrestrial magnetism and electricity, meteorology, and hydrology. Harvard
geophysicsis strongestinthefieldof tectonophysics, and the papers of the Harvard
group at the meeting of their section this
spring served to illustrate graphically the
relation between Harvard laboratory developmentsof the past ten yearsand future
progressin geophysicsand geology.
Dr. Birch showed that complete measurements in the laboratory on rocks under all
conditions of pressureand temperatureob27

taining in the earth's crust strongly favor
the conclusion reached from geological
evidencethat the topmost layer below the
sedimentary mantle is granitic. The intermediate Iayer would seemto be a rock of
intermediate composition, - the common
geological assumption. The substratum,
however, presentsa much greaterproblem.
There the wave-velocity is extremely high,
and no common rock has been found to
possesssuch quake-speed.Formerly it was
possiblefor geophysiciststo speculatethat
the difference was due to temperature,
which had not then been duplicated in the
laboratory. Dr. Birch has now ruled out
this speculation.The only rock which up
to date would appear to fit the picture is
possiblyan eclogite, or a garnet-rich rock.
Dr. Clark reported results of the first
measurdmentson the effect of pressureand
moisture on thermal conductivity of rocks.
These indicate a small effect of pressure,
but a large change due to filling the pores

of the rocks with water. With the implied limitations on temperaturedistribution
which theseresultsgive, we move one step
further in the approach to undershnding
of earth heat.
Mr. Griggs and Mr. Balsley reported on
new resultswhich extend knowledge of the
mechanism of fow in rocks. It has been
possibleto produce for the first time artificial fow of qaaftziticrocks. From "creep"
experimentshave been derived laws of fow
and fracture which have wide application.

Dr. Leet reported on the recent New
England earthquakes,which have been so
accurately recorded that it is possible to
arrive at new conclusions regarding the
mechanism of earthquakes. Using the
mechanismof rock fracture which has been
demonstrated in the Harvard deformation
laboratory, he developed a revolutionary
new theory of deep-focusearthquakes.
Dr. Harvey Brooks, a Harvard theoretical
physicist, has been able to solve the formidable mathematics of periodic convection
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in the earth. Further, he has been able to
compute this effect under the assumption
that the rocks of the subsffatum behave
according to laws establishedin the deformation laboratory. From these involved
mathematical formulations he has contributed a great advance in the theory of
mountain-building by periodic convection
currents in the weak substratum.
Harvard is now pouring out geophysical
resultsin fulfillment of the pioneers'dreams.
It represents,however, only a beginning,

- more than anything elsean indication of
the vast potential reservoir of information
waiting to be unlocked by the application
of the newer physicaltechniquesto geological problems. If we might be vouchsaGda
look into the future, it is likely that we
should see Geophysicsplaying the role of
midwiG as the scienceof Geology breaks
the membranes of uncertainty which bind
it to its embryonic position as an observational science,and is born anew to join the
exact physicalsciences.
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APPENDTX I
Publications issued under the Auspicesof the Harvard tJniversity
Committee on Geophysical Research
r. Velocity of Elastic'Waves in Granite. By L. D.
Leetand'W. M. Ewing, Physics,vol. z, No. 3,
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t932, pp. 16o-173.
z. Instrument for Measuring Poisson'sRatio (an
improved apparatus).By W.A. Zisman, Review of Sci. Instruments,vol. 4, No. 6, tg33,

r3. The Measurement of Compressibfiry at High
Temperatures and High Pressures. By F.
Birch and R. R. Law. Bull. Geol. Soc. of
America, vol. 46, r93j, pp. r2rg-T21o.

342-344.
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653-665.
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246-25r.
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Determined Young's Modulus of Rocks. By
John M. Ide. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sciences,vol.
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Temperatures and Pressures; Seismological
Application. By F. Birch and R. B. Dow.
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r235-r255.

rr. Analysisof New England Microseisms.By L. D.
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Geophysicsat Haruard centersaround
the reproductionof earth pressureand
temperatwre
in the laboratory.The couer
depictsgraphically the successiue
stages
of Professortsridgman'sapprlachto deep
earthconditions
of pressure.

